Fixation disparity in binocular stress.
Fixation disparity has been taken as a sign of stress on binocular vision because it is established that prism stress creates fixation disparity. This paper looks at the effect on fixation disparity of the stress caused by requiring subjects to read in inadequate illumination. It is found that the reduction in illumination does not in itself immediately change the magnitude of the fixation disparity. There is, however, an increase in the mean slope of the central part of the fixation disparity curve which suggests that when the effect of reduced illumination is added to prism stress, fixation disparity is increased. The stress created by asking subjects to read in reduced illumination for half an hour resulted in the mean associated heterophoria being increased, and over half the subjects reported symptoms of stress. It is concluded that fixation disparity is changed by this type of visual stress in some subjects, and in near vision is increased to a more marked degree of exo-disparity. Most of this increase occurs in the first ten minutes.